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The Big Bang Theory Quiz

Find the right answers to the questions below. Page 34 in TOPIC will help you!

1.  The two main characters work as … 
a) chemists b) doctors c) physicists d) biologists

2. Leonard and Sheldon share …
 a) an apartment b) a pet c) a bed d) a father

3. Penny is an aspiring …
 a) physicist b) neuroscientist c) actress d) waitress

4. The characters live in a place called … in California.
 a) San Francisco b) Los Angeles c) San Diego d) Pasadena

5. Sheldon Cooper is played by…
 a) Simon Helberg b) Jim Parsons c) Kunal Nayyar d) Johnny Galecki

Englisch

Read the text below and choose the correct word from the box. Page 34 in TOPIC will help you! 

Sheldon Cooper is one of the  least | most  popular characters on the show. The  prequel | sequel  “Young 

 Sheldon” tells the story of him as a smart young boy attending  school | college  in Texas. He is very good  

at  mathematics | English  and science. However, he cannot seem to fit in or find any  friends | job  . In addition 

to that, he is disliked by his  father | brother  George and his twin  brother | sister  makes fun of him.

Match the numbers on the left with the facts on the right. Page 34 in TOPIC will help you!

Young Sheldon

Numbers, numbers, numbers!

2

4

5

7

9

12

46

The original number of main characters

The number of seasons so far

The number of times the show has been nominated for an Emmy Award

The age that “Young Sheldon” is in the prequel

The number of characters who shared an apartment in the beginning

The number of books Mayim Bialik has published so far

The number of times the show has won an Emmy
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Listen to the three  kids describing whether they do or do not like the show. Choose the most fitting 
answer below.

Person 1 says she likes it mainly because …
  she likes physics.
  she has read the book about the show.
  she finds it funny.

Person 2 says he dislikes it mainly because …
  he does not own a TV.
  it is not deep enough.
  he does not like the actor who plays Sheldon.

Person 3 thinks that … 
  there are no better TV shows.
  she watches too much TV.
  the show is nothing special.

Listening exercise

Listening exercise: “Do you like The Big Bang Theory”? 

Listen to the audio and do the task.
Tip: Before you listen, read the text and questions carefully. It will help you find the right answers.


